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Several previous studies have used the Cellular Automaton (CA) for the modeling of bicycle traffic flow. However, previous CA
models have several limitations, resulting in differences between the simulated and the observed traffic flow features. The primary
objective of this study is to propose a modified CA model for simulating the characteristics of mixed bicycle traffic flow. Field
data were collected on physically separated bicycle path in Shanghai, China, and were used to calibrate the CA model using the
genetic algorithm. Traffic flow features between simulations of several CAmodels and field observations were compared.The results
showed that our modified CA model produced more accurate simulation for the fundamental diagram and the passing events in
mixed bicycle traffic flow. Based on our model, the bicycle traffic flow features, including the fundamental diagram, the number
of passing events, and the number of lane changes, were analyzed. We also analyzed the traffic flow features with different traffic
densities, traffic components on different travel lanes. Results of the study can provide important information for understanding
and simulating the operations of mixed bicycle traffic flow.

1. Introduction

In recent years, bicycle has been considered an important
mode of transport within urban areas to relieve traffic
congestion and reduce gas emission. Many governments in
the world have proposed numerous policies and strategies
to improve the level of service of bicycle traffic to promote
bicycle use [1, 2]. For example, London has invested a lot
of money to build bikeways [1]. The daily average number
of cycle trips has increased from 0.3 million in 1993 to 0.5
million in 2011 in London. With the increase of bicycle travel
demand, it is important to understand the characteristics of
bicycle traffic flow to improve the level of service for cycling
[3–6].

Previously, numerous studies regarding bicycle traffic
have been conducted. Previous studies mainly focused on
two features in bicycle traffic flow: (1) the key parameters
of bicycle traffic and (2) the passing maneuvers in bicycle
traffic. In the former subject, many studies have investigated
the operating speed, speed variation, and capacity of bicycle

traffic on different bicycle facilities [7–11]. Field observations
were usually conducted to investigate such parameters. For
example, Chen et al. found that the capacity of a bicycle lane
is about 2000 bic/h/lane [7]. Lin et al. reported that the speed
of bicycle is around 10–30 km/h in free-flowing bicycle traffic
[9].

Some other studies explored the characteristics and
number of passing events in bicycle traffic [12–17]. Hummer
and Rouphail noticed that bicycle passing maneuvers were
naturally produced due to the variation in bicycle speeds
[12].TheHighway CapacityManual (TRB 2010) recommends
using the methods proposed by Hummer and Rouphail to
estimate the number of passing maneuvers in bicycle traffic
on off-street bicycle facilities [13]. Li et al. proposed amethod
to model bicycle passing maneuvers on multilane bicycle
paths. They used field observations to calibrate and validate
the models [14]. Chen et al. studied the characteristics of
distances and speeds of bicycles during the whole process of
passing events from the microcosmic aspects [15, 16].
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In previous observational studies, only some parts of
bicycle traffic flow features were observed on bicycle paths.
For example, since congestion rarely occurs in bicycle traffic,
observing the capacity and operational feature in congested
bicycle traffic are quite difficult. As a consequence, with
the shortage of limited data in field observation, simulation
has been increasingly considered a surrogate approach for
understanding bicycle traffic flow features to support decision
making when traffic condition changes.

Several previous studies have proposed the Cellular
Automaton (CA) to simulate bicycle traffic operations [18–
21]. For example, Gould and Karner built a CA model for
bicycle traffic flow considering the probability of lane changes
[18]. Zhao et al. developed a CA model considering the
forward distances for lane changes [19]. After a review on
previous studies, it was found that previous CA models
have the following issues: (1) some rules in the model were
unrealistic and (2) previous model was not well developed to
capture the capacity and passing maneuvers in bicycle traffic.
Besides, as electric bicycle (e-bicycle) is growing quickly
in China and some other countries [6], it is important to
consider the behaviors of e-bicycle in the CA modeling and
evaluate the features in the mixed bicycle traffic.

The primary objective of this study is to analyze the fea-
tures ofmixed bicycle traffic flowusing amodifiedCAmodel.
More specifically, this study includes the following three
tasks: (1) to propose a modified CAmodel considering actual
behaviors of cyclers; (2) to compare the simulation results of
our and previous CA models with field observations; and (3)
to analyze the operational features in different mixed bicycle
traffic conditions. In the following section, data collection
is introduced. In Section 3, the development of CA model
is presented. Section 4 compares the results of different CA
models. Section 5 shows the characteristics in mixed bicycle
traffic flow. The paper ends with brief concluding remarks in
Section 6.

2. Data

Field data collection was conducted to calibrate the simula-
tion model and to validate the simulating results. Four types
of information were obtained during the investigation: (1)
the speed of bicycle in free-flow traffic including e-bicycle
and conventional bicycle (c-bicycle), which can be calculated
through the time difference for a bicycle passing two different
road sections; (2) the flow of bicycle through a certain road
section; (3) the density of the study area through recording
the number of bicycles at a certain moment; and (4) the
number of passing events for each bicycle during a certain
time. This information was extracted from videos using the
method in [22].

As suggested by Transportation Planning of Urban Road
in China [23], the most common width of bicycle path is 3.5
meters in cities of China, indicating that the number of bicy-
cle lanes is 3 [24]. Therefore, in this study, Wuning Road, an
arterial road in Shanghai with the width of 3.5m, is selected
as the field observation site, as shown in Figure 1. The lane is
a dedicated nonmotorized vehicle lane without interruption
from pedestrians and motor vehicles. The observation site is
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Figure 1: Layout of the data investigation site.

located in the mid-block with 300 meters to the downstream
intersection and 200 meters to the upstream intersection. So
it can be assumed that the nonmotorized vehicles are not
affected by traffic control at the intersections.

Video camera was placed on the pedestrian overpass to
achieve an adequate viewing angle. Traffic information was
recorded during the two weekdays from 7:30 a.m. to 9:00
a.m., which covers peak and nonpeak periods. Video tapes
were later reviewed to obtain the speed of each bicycle in
free-flowing traffic and flow of the bicycle under the different
densities. The number of passing events of each bicycle was
recorded considering the different densities. The length of
the study section was 30 meters and the time interval was 30
seconds in this study [22].

In our dataset, the maximum of flow is 2250 bic/h/lane
when the density is 133.3 bic/km/lane, which is consistent
with the others [7, 11]. The number of passing events ranges
from 0 to 58 per minute. The average speed of e-bicycle is
about 24 km/h, which is larger than the speed of c-bicycle
(which is 17 km/h). The proportion of electric bicycle is 80%.
The summary statistics of bicycle traffic flow information are
shown in Table 1.

3. Method

In this section, the basic CA model was first described. Then
the modified CA model was proposed for modeling mixed
bicycle traffic flow. The parameter calibration in the CA
model with the genetic algorithm was presented.

3.1. Basic Cellular Automaton. In the early 1990s, Nagel and
Schreckenberg proposed the famous CA model, as a basic
CAmodel for simulating the traffic flow, called NaSch model
[25]. It is defined on a one-dimensional lattice of 𝐿 sites with
periodic boundary conditions. Each site is either occupied by
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Table 1: Summary statistics of bicycle traffic information.

Indicator
Flow and density Number of passing events Speed in free flow

Flow
(bic/h/lane)

Density
(bic/km/lane)

Number
(per min)

Density
(bic/km/lane)

e-bicycle
(km/h)

c-bicycle
(km/h)

Sample 153 153 147 147 537 334
Mean 803 40.6 13 38.5 24 17
SD 448 25.0 11 21.6 5 3
Min 80 3.7 0 3.7 13 8
Max 2250 133.3 58 100 38 24

a vehicle or empty. The velocity of each vehicle is an integer
from zero to Vmax, with Vmax meaning the maximum speed of
a vehicle. If 𝑥

𝑛
(𝑡) denotes the position of the 𝑛 vehicle at time

𝑡, the position of the car ahead of it at time 𝑡 is 𝑥
𝑛+1(𝑡).

The system evolves based on the synchronous rules given
by the following.

Step 1. Acceleration: consider V
𝑛
(𝑡 + 1) → min(V

𝑛
(𝑡) +

1, Vmax).

Step 2. Collision avoidance: consider V
𝑛
(𝑡+1) → min(V

𝑛
(𝑡+

1), 𝑑
𝑛
(𝑡)).

Step 3. Randomization: with probability 𝑝, V
𝑛
(𝑡 + 1) →

max(V
𝑛
(𝑡 + 1) − 1, 0).

Step 4. Movement: consider 𝑥
𝑛
(𝑡 + 1) = 𝑥

𝑛
(𝑡) + V

𝑛
(𝑡 + 1).

Where 𝑑
𝑛
(𝑡), denoting the gap (number of empty sites)

between cars 𝑛 and 𝑛 + 1, can be given by 𝑑
𝑛
(𝑡) = 𝑥

𝑛+1
(𝑡) −

𝑥
𝑛
(𝑡) − 1.

3.2. Modified Cellular Automaton. An important shortage of
NaSch model is that there are no passing events in the traffic
flow, which is not in accord with the fact. For multilane (⩾3)
trafficflow, the process of vehicle updating can be divided into
two parts: (1) vehicle lane changing based on the rules of lane
changes and (2) after the lane changing vehicle of each lane
updating based on the NaSch model [26]. So the difference
among multilane CA models is essentially the difference
among the rules of lane changes.

To simulate bicycle traffic flow, previous studies proposed
rules of lane changes considering the forward distances [27,
28]. However, some researchers have found that cyclists have
the feature for riding on the right side [14, 15], which means
that cyclists will choose the right lane as their riding lane and
the left lane as their passing lane when the riding condition in
the right lane is the same as the current lane or could not affect
the normal riding.Therefore, a modified Cellular Automaton
model has been proposed in this paper considering this
feature to simulate the characteristics of mixed bicycle traffic
flow, referring to Pedersen’s CAmodel which is used for entry
ramps [29]. The rules of lane changes in this paper are as
follows.

Rule 1. Considering the right lane, if 𝑑𝑟−
𝑛
(𝑡) ≥ Vmax and

𝑑
𝑟+

𝑛
(𝑡) ≥ 𝑑

+

𝑛
(𝑡), so new 𝑙

𝑛
(𝑡) = lane

𝑛
(𝑡−1)−1; else new 𝑙

𝑛
(𝑡) =

lane
𝑛
(𝑡 − 1).

Rule 2. Considering the left lane, if 𝑑𝑙−
𝑛
(𝑡) ≥ Vmax and 𝑑

+

𝑛
(𝑡) <

𝑑
𝑙+

𝑛
(𝑡) and 𝑑𝑟+

𝑛
(𝑡) < 𝑑

𝑙+

𝑛
(𝑡) and [𝑑+

𝑛
(𝑡) < min(V

𝑛
(𝑡)+1, Vmax) or

V
𝑛
(𝑡) = 0], so new 𝑙

𝑛
(𝑡) = lane

𝑛
(𝑡 − 1) + 1.

Rule 3. Lane changing: with probability 𝑃lc, let lane𝑛(𝑡) =
new 𝑙

𝑛
(𝑡) if possible. Handle the lanes one by one from right

to left to avoid potential collisions.
Where 𝑑𝑥𝑦

𝑛
(𝑡) denoting the number of empty cells (the

gap) in time step 𝑡 between bicycle 𝑛 and the closest bicycle in
some direction. 𝑥 could be 𝑙/𝑟 or not be present, representing
the left lane/right lane or current lane. 𝑦 is either + or −: +
means that the bicycle is ahead of bicycle 𝑛; − means that
the bicycle is behind of bicycle 𝑛. new 𝑙

𝑛
(𝑡)means the desired

lane.

Rule 1 represents the fact that the rider changes to the lane
on the right, if moving to it will not cause any immediate
problems and the gap ahead of him is better than the gap
in the current lane. Rule 2 simulates the fact that the rider
should only select the lane to the left lane if it is “better” than
the current lane and that to the right lane, and if the driver
wants to be riding faster in the next time step than the current
lane allows.

Moreover, considering the acceleration difference be-
tween e-bicycle and c-bicycle, Step 1 of acceleration to e-
bicycle should be modified to V

𝑛
(𝑡 + 1) → min(V

𝑛
(𝑡) + 2,

Vemax) [19]. The other steps to the two types of bicycle remain
the same.

In the simulation, flow is calculated for each lane. Density
of a lane is obtained in every simulation step. The average
flow and density can be then calculated. Passing events are
calculated by the position of every bicycle at every simulation
step. The total number of passing events for each bicycle
during the simulation steps is then calculated [19]. The total
number of lane changes could be calculated based on Rule 3.

3.3. Parameters Calibration. Six parameters need to be cali-
brated in the CAmodel, which are the cell size, themaximum
velocity of e-bicycle (Vemax), the maximum velocity of c-
bicycle (Vcmax), the probability of randomization for e-bicycle
(𝑝re), the probability of randomization for c-bicycle (𝑝rc), and
the probability of lane changing (𝑝lc). Cell size ismainly based
on the congestion density and bicycle’s physical size. We
adopted 2meters as the length of a bicycle cell, consistentwith
other models [19, 27, 28]. According to the field observations,
as shown in Table 1, Vemax = 10m/s = 5 cells’ length/s and
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Vcmax = 6m/s = 3 cells’ length/s. The number of lanes is 3,
and the proportion of electric bicycle is 0.8.

Previous studies usually calibrated the parameters using
the trial and error method [18, 19], which may not have
good simulation results for field observed data. A good
method of calibrating traffic simulation models is based on
the fundamental diagram [30], which is adopted in this paper.
Furthermore, genetic algorithm (GA) is a stochastic search
method based on the principles and mechanisms of natural
selection and “survival of the fittest” from natural evolution,
which has been widely used in the field of calibrating
microscopic traffic simulation models [31]. The processes
of GA are as follows: (1) construct an initial population of
chromosomes; (2) evaluate the fitness of each chromosome;
(3) perform fitness scaling if necessary; (4) select the mating
pairs of chromosomes; (5) create new offspring through
crossover andmutation operations; (6) form a population for
the next generation; and (7) if process has converged, return
the best chromosome as the solution; otherwise go to step (2).

In this study, the GA was used to calibrate the three
probability parameters. The number of population sizes is 10,
the maximum number of iterations is 200, and the values of
probability of crossover and mutation operations are 0.8 and
0.005. The function of fitness is to calculate the error based
on the fundamental diagram given by

Fitness =
𝑘𝑠 − 𝑘𝑟


𝑘
𝑟

, (1)

where 𝑘
𝑟
= 18.56, based on the fit function of actual data

(𝑄
𝑟
= 18.56 × 𝐷, 3.7 < 𝐷 < 133.3, 𝑅2 = 0.69), 𝑄

𝑟
means the

flow (bic/h/lane), and 𝐷means the density (bic/km/lane). 𝑘
𝑠

was based on the fit function of simulation data (𝑄
𝑠
= 𝑘
𝑠
×𝐷,

0 < 𝐷 < 140).
Time to calculate a value of fitness is about 1min, so the

time for parameters calculation is almost 2000min, about 33
hours, usingMATLABR2009b formodel implementation. As
a result, the calculated values of 𝑝re, 𝑝rc, and 𝑝lc are 0.1, 0.2,
and 0.9, respectively. The minimum value of fitness is 0.058,
as shown in Figure 2.

4. Comparison between Different Models

In this section, the simulated bicycle traffic flow features were
compared with field observations. For comparison purpose,
the CA models in some previous studies were also estimated
[18, 19]. The simulation results of several different models
were compared in this section.

4.1. Comparison of Relationship between Flow and Density.
The relationship between flow and density is important to
the determination of fundamental diagram. The scatter of
relationship between flow and density in the field observation
is shown in Figure 3. It is obvious that the flow increases from
0 to 2250 bic/h/lane with the increase of density, indicating
that the observed traffic data are in free-flow condition.
Three CA models including our model, Zhao’s model, and
Gould’s model were estimated. The simulated traffic flow
versus density data is also shown in Figure 3.
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Among the three models, the modified CA model pro-
posed in this study produces the closest simulation to field
observation. Both Zhao’s model and Gould’s model result
in a lower capacity of bicycle traffic as compared with field
observations and our model. The capacity in their models is
about 1200 and 1500 bic/h/lane, respectively. The reason for
the lower capacity in Zhao’s model is that the probability of
randomization is 0.45 which is much larger than reality and
also without considering the probability of lane changing.
For Gould’s model, rules of lane changes were based on
the two-lane case proposed by Rickert et al. [32], which
was symmetrical by lanes without considering the feature of
cyclists for riding on the right side.

Because of the stochastic and dispersive features of
data, as shown in Figure 3, we first made fitted curves of
field observation and simulation models, and then the area
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Table 2: Value of 𝜑 to different models.

Models Fit function Adjusted 𝑅2 𝜑

Field observation 𝑓field = 15.4 × 𝐷 + 179.39 0.73 0
Our model 𝑓our = −0.092 × 𝐷

2

+ 28.16 × 𝐷 + 80.19 0.97 27168
Zhao’s model 𝑓Zhao = −0.083 × 𝐷

2

+ 17.24 × 𝐷 + 159.99 0.88 60069
Gould’s model 𝑓Gould = −0.076 × 𝐷

2

+ 21.17 × 𝐷 + 1.68 0.99 37734

errors between field observation and different models were
calculated to show the best model quantitatively, given by

𝜑 =



∫

𝐷2

𝐷1

(𝑓model −𝑓field) 𝑑𝐷



(𝐷 ∈ (0, 140)) , (2)

where 𝜑 denotes the area error between the result of a
certain model and field observation, 𝑓field means the fit
function of actual data, 𝑓model denotes the fit function of
model, and 𝐷 means the density. The fit function to the
three models chooses the two-polynomial function for high
regression. Furthermore, we did not find the declining trend
of flow, so the linear regression is selected for fitting the field
observation. Results were shown in Table 2.

Among the three models, our modified CA model has
the lowest area error with the value of 27168, indicating that
our model produces more accurate simulation results for
flow-density relationship in the mixed bicycle traffic flow.
Furthermore, Gould’s model is better than Zhao’s model with
the value of 37734 and 60069, respectively.

4.2. Comparison of Number of Passing Events. Passing events
indicate the speed difference among bicycles that bicycles
with high speed can overtake the bicycles with low speed.
In this study, the standardized number of passing events is
calculated according to the following equation:

𝑁handled-sim (𝐷)

=
𝑁total (𝐷) × study area × 60

simulation step × road length × lanes
,

𝑁handled-field (𝐷) =
𝑁total (𝐷) × 60
time interval

,

(3)

where in this study simulation step is 100, road length is 200,
lanes are 3, study area is 30 × 3 = 90, and 60 means 1 minute.
For field observation, the time interval is 30 s.

The comparison of number of passing events between
simulation of different models and field observation is shown
in Figure 4.Within the range of observed density, the number
of passing events increases with the increase of density. It is
observed that the simulation of our model is more close to
field observation as compared to Zhao’s model. The reason
may be that in Zhao’s model every bicycle can take lane
changes easily to obtain high speed. It is too difficult to
adopt method of quantitative analyses because of the data
discretization and lack of the knowledge of the relationship
between the number of passing events and density.
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5. Results of Simulation Analysis

Results in the above section showed that ourmodel produced
more accurate simulation of bicycle traffic than previous
models. In this section, the characteristics of mixed bicycle
traffic flowunder different conditionswere analyzed based on
the modified CAmodel.The fundamental diagram of bicycle
traffic was first analyzed. The number of passing events and
lane changes were analyzed. The traffic flow features under
different densities, traffic components, and travel lanes were
also analyzed.

5.1. Analysis of Fundamental Diagram. The fundamental dia-
gramwas constructed with the three CAmodels, as shown in
Figure 5. It is observed that, in general, the fundamental dia-
gram presents a triangular shape in each model. Traffic flow
increases first as the increase of density and then decreases
when density continuously increases. The most significant
difference among the three models is the capacity of a bicycle
lane. The capacity in our model is 2300 bic/h/lane, while
it is 1500 bic/h/lane in Gould’s model and 1300 bic/h/lane
in Zhao’s model. The critical density is 150 bic/km/lane in
our model and Gould’s model. But in Zhao’s model the
critical density is about 80 bic/km/lane. Besides, our model
and Gould’s model have similar result regarding the slope of
congested fundamental diagram, but Zhao’smodel has a quite
different result.
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5.2. Analysis of Number of Passing Events. The number of
passing events under different traffic densities is shown
in Figure 6. In our model, the number of passing events
increases with the increase of density when density is
less than 200 bic/km/lane. When density is larger than
200 bic/km/lane, the number of passing events decreases
because in congested traffic the overtaking behavior becomes
more difficult. What is more, the maximum number of
passing events is about 250 per minute which is much larger
than that in Zhao’s model. In our model, cyclists can ride
with the desired speed with more passing events than Zhao’s
model. And the traffic flow in our model is more stable than
Zhao’s model. According to Figures 5 and 6, with the lower
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Figure 7: Simulation of number of lane changes.

capacity and passing events, Zhao’s model may not produce
accurate evaluation for the level of service in bicycle traffic.

5.3. Analysis of Number of Lane Changes. The relationship
between the number of lane changes and traffic density is
shown in Figure 7. With the increase of traffic density, the
number of lane changes first increases and then decreases.
The density that corresponds to the largest number of lane
changes is about 100 bic/km/lane, which is a little lower than
the critical density (that corresponds to the capacity). It is also
observed that the number of lane changes is quite different
in different models. In Zhao’s model, the number of lane
changes is up to 160 per minute, while in our model and
Gould’s model it is 40 and 30 per minute, respectively. Our
model and Gould’s model have consistent findings. After a
close examination, we found that the rule of lane changes in
Zhao’s model is too simple without considering the backward
safety and the probability of lane changes. Thus, it results in
unrealistic lane changing behaviors.

5.4. Analysis of Bicycle Traffic Flow Features. Bicycle traffic
flow features under different conditionswere evaluated in this
section. The time-position diagram was used for the analysis
of traffic condition. During simulation, the position of each
bicycle at each time step was recorded to plot the diagram. In
the time-position diagram, the 𝑥-axis means the time (s) and
the 𝑦-axis means the position (cell). Each line in the diagram
means a trajectory of a bicycle and the slope of line represents
its speed.

5.4.1. Traffic Flow Features under Different Traffic Densities.
Traffic flow features under different densities to our model
are shown in Figure 8(a). With the increase of density,
the interaction between bicycles becomes more severe. The
bicycle flow turns from fluency into disorder, and the speed
of bicycle first becomes the maximum and then decreases.
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When the density is low, cyclists can ride with their desired
speed, and the traffic flow is stable with the free riding speed
(see Figure 8(a1)). When the density increases, traffic flow
becomes a little disorder and riding speed decreases (see
Figure 8(a2)). At the high density, the traffic flow contains
turbulence with high fluctuation of speed and the high
interaction between bicycles (see Figure 8(a3)).

The time-position diagram of bicycle traffic in Zhao’s
model was also constructed as shown in Figure 8(b). Due
to the inaccurate capacity of bicycle lane, the differences
of bicycle traffic features are very clear. At the low density
(50 bic/km/lane), both of the two models produce stable
trafficwith high speed (see Figure 8(b1)). As density increases
to near 150 bic/km/lane, bicycle traffic in Zhao’s model
becomes disordering (see Figure 8(b2)), while our model can
keep a higher flow and speed. For the congested density
(250 bic/km/lane), both of the time-position diagrams show
a trend of disorder, but Zhao’s model is more turbulent than
our model (see Figure 8(b3)).

5.4.2. Traffic Flow Features under Different Traffic Compo-
nents. On other roads or in other cities, the proportion
of electric bicycle could be different resulting in different
traffic flow features. Policy makers would like to know what
the traffic situation will be if they promote or ban electric
bicycles within urban areas. To answer the question, this
section evaluates the traffic flow features under different
traffic components. In the simulation different proportions
of electric bicycle were specified. The results are shown in
Figure 9.

Figures 9(a) to 9(c) show the traffic flow conditions with
the 20%, 50%, and 80% of electric bicycle. It is observed
that, under lowdensity condition, the time-position diagrams
show no large differences. The traffic conditions under
different components are quite stable. The only difference is
that the speeds under larger proportion of electric bicycle are
higher. As the traffic density increases, the difference between
different components becomes larger. Surprisingly, as shown
in Figures 9(b) and 9(c), the traffic condition with small
proportion of electric bicycle shows more obvious trends
of disorder. The traffic condition with large proportion of
electric bicycle ismore stable.The reason for the results would
be that the speed difference among conventional bicycles is
larger than that among electric bicycles. The homogeneity in
speeds of electric bicycles results in less passing events and
more stable traffic.

5.4.3. Traffic Flow Features on Different Travel Lanes. The
above simulation was conducted for bicycle path with 3 travel
lanes. On other roads in cities of China, bicycle paths could
be 2 lanes or 4 lanes and the traffic flow features could be
different on different paths. Policymakers would like to know
what the traffic situation will be if they provide more travel
lanes or reduce bicycle lanes on bicycle paths. To answer the
question, this section evaluates the traffic flow features under
different travel lanes. During simulation, the same traffic flow
demand was set for all the three scenarios, of which the
bicycle demand was 4000 bic/h. The proportion of electric

bicycle is set to be 0.8. The traffic conditions on the 2-lane,
3-lane, and 4-lane bicycle paths are shown in Figure 10.

It is identified that the traffic flow features on bicycle
paths are greatly affected by the number of lanes. As shown
in Figures 10(a) and 10(b), the bicycle traffic on the 2-lane
and 3-lane paths is quite unstable resulting in very low speed
and large variation of speeds. The bicycle speeds on the 3-
lane paths are obviously higher than that on the 2-lane paths.
For the same demand level, the traffic condition on the 4-
lane path is quite stable without significant disturbances in
bicycle operations, as shown in Figure 10(c). Policy makers
could determine the number of bicycle lanes according to the
traffic flow conditions with our proposed CA model.

6. Conclusions and Discussion

This study proposed a modified CA model to analyze the
characteristics of mixed bicycle traffic flow. Based on the
field observations, the parameters in the CA model were
calibrated using the genetic algorithm.The simulation results
of our model and several previous models were compared
with field observations.The features of fundamental diagram,
the number of passing events, and the number of lane
changes were analyzed with the simulation model. The study
also evaluated the traffic flow features under different traffic
densities, traffic components, and travel lanes on bicycle
paths.

The results showed that themodifiedCAmodel produced
more accurate simulation of traffic flow features as compared
to previous models. The simulation results of our model
were more consistent with field observations. Both Zhao’s
model and Gould’s model simulated a lower capacity of
bicycle traffic. Besides, our model described the number
of passing events more accurately than Zhao’s model did.
Different models also produced different simulations of
fundamental diagram, number of passing events, andnumber
of lane changes. The number of passing events in our model
was larger than that in Zhao’s model, while Zhao’s model
produced unrealistic number of lane changes as compared to
our model and Gould’s model.

The bicycle traffic flow features were affected by the traffic
density on bicycle paths. As the density became large, there
were large disturbances in bicycle traffic flow with lower
speed and larger speed variation. Traffic operation was also
affected by the traffic components. The simulation results
suggest that if the proportion of electric bicycle is low, the
traffic condition is less stable due to the large speed difference
among cyclers. Larger proportion of electric bicycle created
homogeneous traffic flow with higher speed and smaller
speed variation. For the same travel demand, the traffic flow
feature presented different features on bicycle paths with
different number of travel lanes.

The findings of this study can help better understand the
operations of bicycle traffic. More importantly, the modified
CA model proposed in our study showed more accuracy
than other models in simulating the bicycle traffic, which
could be helpful to policy makers. First, our model can
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Figure 9: Traffic conditions with different proportions of e-bicycle.

be used to evaluate the traffic conditions on bicycle paths
when traffic demands become larger in the future, to identify
the congested bicycle paths to implement countermeasures.
Second, our model can be used to analyze the bicycle traffic
flow features with different proportions of electric bicycles,
to support the decision for supporting or banning electric
bicycles. Third, our model can be used to predict the number
of passing events for the evaluation of level of service of
bicycle traffic. Last but not least, our model can be used to
analyze the change of bicycle traffic flow on bicycle paths with
different travel lanes, to provide useful information for lane
management on bicycle paths.

This study also has some limitations. In our study the
congested traffic flow was not observed during field data
collision so that the traffic flow features in congestion were
not validated with filed data. Future study should collect
bicycle traffic data with larger flow rates. Besides, this study
only investigated traffic data on 3-lane bicycle paths. More
data could be collected on more bicycle paths within more
cities or countries to validate the simulation results of our
model. Effects of personal characteristics to bicycle traffic
flow features could be explored with considering the differ-
ence of maximum speeds of c-bicycles. Furthermore, some
assumptions in theCAmodel could be relaxed to obtainmore
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Figure 10: Traffic conditions on different travel lanes.

accurate simulation performances. The authors recommend
that future research could focus on those issues.
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